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NOTES ON THE MANUFACTURE OF ENAMEL
BRICK WITH SOME INVESTIGATIONS ON
ENAMEL BRICK SLIPS.
BY
K. T. Stull, Urbana, 111.
Aside from the contribution by Barringer in Volume
V of our Transactions, very little literature can be found
of material assistance to the prospective manufacturer of
enamel brick.
Although the fundamental principles of ceramics
apply to the manufacture of enamel brick, they have not
been clearly pointed out in this line of business; besides,
there are problems peculiar to the trade which need more
thorough investigation.
The majority of men in America, who are in charge of
the manufacturing end, are of foreign birth. They have
brought their experiences and recipes with them, and
have gone through the painful experiences of applying
them to our conditions. This has been largely responsible
for the prevailing belief that "we must go abroad to get
clays for our slips."" If all Pkirope should pass stringent
laws prohibiting the exportation of her clays, it is not
probable that the American white ware potters and
enamel brick makers would go out of business, nor make
anjr great sacrifices in the quality of their products.
Clays suitable for enamel brick bodies should possess
low shrinkages, good bond, be free from warping and
cracking, stand up well at cone 4 or higher, and burn to a
light color comparatively free from iron spots.
The plastic fireclays are well suited to this purpose.
It is quite essential, however, to reduce their shrinkages
by the addition of flint clay or grog. The majority of body
mixes vary from GO to 80 plastic and -10 to 20 non-plastic
* Instead of "engxjbe" the writer prefers to use the word "slip" because
it is the term universally understood by enamel brick makers.
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parts. Some clays will carry a small percent of sand
without material injury. Oue mixture which has been in
use for several years is composed of 70 parts plastic clay,
20 parts grog, and 10 parts crushed sand stone.
METHODS OF MANUFACTURE.
In general, two different processes of manufacture are
recognized, viz., one fire and two fire. In both one and
two fire ware, the methods of applying the veneer are
practically the same, the distinguishing feature being
that, in the two fire process, the brick are first biscuited
at a low temperature before the veneer is applied. Quite
recently mechanical appliances have been introduced
which promise to make some radical changes in the manu-
facture of enamel brick. For the present work, the meth-
ods of manufacture will be divided into two general
groups, according to the methods of application of the
veneer.
I. Hand Dipping Process.
(a) Single Fire:
1. Dipping Stiff Mud Brick,
2. Dipping Leather Hard Brick,
3. Dipping Bone Dry Brick.
(b) Two Fire:"
1. Dipping Biscuited Brick.
II. Mechanical Veneering Process.
(a) Single Fire:
1. Veneering Stiff Mud Column and Wire
Cutting.
A favorite method of making enamel brick in Europe
is by dipping a stiff-mud wire-cut brick. The face of a
iirst quality enamel brick must be as near perfect as it is
possible to make it. Since the brick are not repressed,
the die is watched with the greatest care, and frequently
lined up to normal size in order to take up the wear.
It is important that the brick be cut straight. A
method in vogue is to cut the column into blocks which
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are dipped, and after the slip has hardened sufficiently, the
blocks are "squared" on a hand cutting table. This is
also an effective way of removing the excess slip on the
sides.
Although this method has not been exploited to any
extent in America, it has many advantages well worth
investigating : 1. Repressing and consequent flaking of
the slip due to oil on the surface are avoided. 2. There
is a better bond between slip and body since the two
shrink together in drying. 3. The necessity of storing
the brick until they reach leather hard consistency is eli-
minated.
In the leather hard method, the brick are allowed to
harden by partial drying until nearly all drying shrinkage
has ceased before they are dipped. The brick may be
formed on a soft-mud machine, or "slush'' molded by hand
in wooden molds, hardened down to a stiff-mud consistency
and re-pressed, or, more commonly, made stiff mud on a
plunger or auger machine, wire cut, and re-pressed. Owing
to the variation in size and shape, the soft-mud machine
method is to be recommended only where two grades of
brick are to be made. By sorting the brick as they come
from the repress, those which are true in form and size
can be used for enameling and the remainder burned for
builders.
The process of slush molding and repressing by hand
is very similar to that for hand made fire brick, except
that more care is taken in filling and dumping the molds
and greater care exercised in repressing.
The advantages in repressing are that the brick can
be "squared up," panelled and the firm's name stamped
on the side. With the stiff-mud brick not subjected to
the repress, the brick can be judiciously cored and the
lettering stamped on the back side of the column by a
roller.
A few plants are glazing bone dry brick. Although
sold as enamel brick in some cases, they are in reality
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nothing more than glazed brick, and should be classed as
such.
To the writer's knowledge, there is not a plant at the
present time successfully making a white enamel brick
by dipping a bone dry body in slip and glaze. It is doubt-
ful whether this method will ever be a success owing to
difficulties encountered in cracking ami flaking of the slip.
In the two fire process the brick may be made soft-
mud repress, stiff-mud wire-cut, stiff-mud repress or dry-
press process. The brick are first biscuited at heats rang-
ing from cone OS to cone 01, then dipped in slip and glaze
and given the glost fire at cones 3 to 9. A few plants mak-
ing dry pressed front brick from fire clays are enamelling
their culls, which are too soft for the market or off in
color but otherwise having true faces.
Methods of Dipping-.
In some cases the brick are given one dip in the slip
and one in the glaze, but in most cases the brick are given
two dips in the slip and one in the glaze. A factory which
has been brought to the writer's notice sprays on the first
coat and dips the second one. Two slips of different com-
position are sometimes employed, the first dip being made
in a slip comparatively high in ball clay and correspond-
ingly low in China clay or kaolin. Over this a second coat
is applied composed of materials giving a much whiter
surface.
The thickness of the slip is an important factor. It
is essential that it be applied thick enough in order to
form a smooth coating and to hide the character of the
body underneath. In the two fire process the brick may
be porous enough to take on a sufficient coating in one
dip, but for stiff-mud and leather-hard bodies, one dip is
seldom sufficient, except in cases where a more or less
opaque glaze is applied over. The proper thickness of the
slip under ordinary conditions is from three-hundredths
to five-hundredths of an inch. Where the slip is thin, the
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differences in shrinkage and expansion of body and slip
are balanced by the elasticity of the slip, thus preventing
rupture. If the coating of slip is too thick, its shrinkage
and expansive forces may cause cracking, crazing or
flaking.
The glaze applied over the slip should be quite viscous
so as to prevent excessive flow and beading along the
edges, and to overcome the absorption of the glaze by the
slip and the consequent vitrifying of the slip which would
cause the dark color of the body to show through.
Defects Appearing After Dipping.
The principal defects which appear after dipping be-
fore the brick enter the kiln are:
1. Pinholes.
2. Flaking.
3. Cracking.
J'inholcs.
Pinholes may occur from four causes: 1. Using a
freshly made slip. 2. Pinholes or cavities in the surface
of the brick. 3. Dust on the face to be dipped. 4. Bad
dipping.
The writer has seen pinholes appear repeatedly by
dipping brick in a freshly made slip. After ageing the
slip for a short time, pinholes from this cause disappeared.
A week's ageing of the slip is usually sufficient.
After dipping, the pinholes do not appear until the
"water gloss" of the surface begins to disappear. Bubbles
which appear on the surface break, leaving small cavities
in the surface.
2. Air is entrapped in small cavities or pores in the
dipped surface. As the water in the slip is absorbed by
the brick, the air in these small cavities is forced out,
passing up through the slip, thus causing pinholes.
3. In dipping a dusty surface, air is entrapped in
films around the dust particles and in cavities between
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them. As the water in the slip slowly creeps over the
surface of these particles, the air is released and rises to
the surface.
In order to overcome pinholes caused by dust or
minute cavities in the surface, brick makers resort to
"scrubbing;" i. e., the surfaces to be eDameled are brushed
over with a stiff brush dipped in water, or more commonly,
in a slip diluted with water. Other recipes which have
been in use are : water, slip and glue ; water, slip and
molasses; water, fire clay and white slip.
4. Air may be entrapped by bad dipping. This oc-
curs if a flat surface of the brick meets the surface of the
slip when first immersed.
A good method of dipping is to hold the back of the
Itrick in the palm of the hand with face to be dipped, down.
By allowing one edge of the brick to first meet the surface
of the slip as in position 1, the slip is washed across the
face by a rocking motion through 2 to 3. Then by the
reverse motion (without removing the brick from the slip),
the brick is passed back through 4 to 5. The end of the
brick farthest from the operator is then raised as in posi-
tion 6, which allows the excess slip to run down the edge
and leave at the corner as it is raised from the slip. The
brick is then quickly inverted and slid onto a bench.
The clipping should be done by an easy swinging mo-
tion to and fro without a halt in the operation. The time
required for a single dip is from three to six seconds, and
a careful dipper can perform the operation alternately
right and left handed, getting very little slip over the
edges.
ON THE MANUFACTURE OF ENAMEL BRICK.
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Flaking.
Flaking or shelling of the slip is due to lack of bond.
It may occur soon after dipping or may not appear until
the brick are subjected to the fire. Lack of bond may be
caused by oil or dust on the surface, or by unequal shrink-
age of slip and body. It is most frequently caused by too
low shrinkage of the slip, but in some cases it is caused
by too high shrinkage of the slip. In the latter case crack-
ing and flaking will appear on the same surface.
Scrubbing the surface before clipping not only pre-
vents pinholes, but also assists adhesion by removing dust
and oil which may cause an otherwise good slip to flake.
Slips too low in plastic clay, or slips too high in kaolin
or China clay which are short or weak in character will
cause flaking. Where flaking is due to low shrinkage, the
remedy is to increase the percent of plastic clay and de-
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crease the non-plastic portion. Where cracking' and flak-
ing occur, reduce the percent of clay and substitute part
ball clay for China clay or kaolin.
The tendencies of ball clay are to increase shrinkage,
impart greater adhesive power and render the slip more
yielding or ductile by which it adjusts itself better to the
brick, thus preventing rupture.
Some English recipes for slips require plaster of paris
to overcome flaking. It is necessary in such cases to exer-
cise care in burning, besides, the cause of rough, blistered
and scummed glazes can frequently be traced to plaster in
the slip. The use of plaster to prevent flaking is unneces-
sary, since good reliable slips can be had without it.
Cracking.
Cracking may be caused by: 1. Excessive shrinkage
of the slip. 2. Too thick a coating of slip. 3. Too fine
grinding of slip. 4. In dipping leather hard, allowing the
brick to become too dry before dipping. 5. Using clays
which are weak or have low tensile strength.
Cracking may be overcome by substituting a clay of
low shrinkage for one of higher ; or increasing the non-
plastic portion and decreasing the plastic part, such as
increasing flint and feldspar or Cornwall stone, or replac-
ing part raw clay with calcined clay.
Blunging the slip instead of grinding is to be recom-
mended. The use of a small quantity of carbonate of soda
or borax is found to be beneficial to overcome cracking.
The proper amounts of these soluble materials to use is an
important factor and varies in different slips, hence the
amount should be determined experimentally. Slips high
in clay require more than slips low in clay.
Mechanical Methods of Applying Slip.
The most universal method of applying slip and glaze
is by hand dipping and removing the surplus on the sides
by scraping with a knife or scratching with a fine wire
brush. Quite recently a leading enamel brick plant has
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been experimenting with a dipping machine similar in
construction to that used for dipping wall tile. The ma-
chine is made somewhat larger, with a few minor changes
in its construction in order to make it more suitable for
its new purpose.
The automatic veneering process is one which has a
great future. The process consists in veneering a column
of stiff mud clav after it issues from a die. For this pur-
pose a veneering device is attached to the end of the die
or placed in front of it for spreading the slip in a layer
about one-sixteenth of an inch thick upon the faces to be
veneered.
Although there are four American patents on devices
for veneering a column of clav, but one of these seems to
be successful for the manufacture of enameled brick, viz.,
the Ramsay patent, which has recently been brought to
public notice by an infringement suit.
The veneering device consists of two rectangular
frames A and B, called slickers, having two plates between
as C, one at each side. These slickers are fastened to-
gether by two bolts at each side as DD. The apparatus
is supported by the die and about one inch in front of it
on two rods E, one at each side. Figs. 2 and 3 represent
the apparatus rigged for making stretchers, in which case
the top of the column is veneered. Fig. 4, a vertical sec-
tion across the column, shows the arrangement for making
quoins, in which case the top and one side of the column
are veneered. The same principle is used for making bull
nose and other shapes.
"A" is the surface preparing slicker having the same
inside dimensions as the delivery end of the die. "B'' is
the slip slicker and is five sixty-fourths of an inch larger
than the surface preparing slicker at all points where the
slip is to be applied to the column. "S," the slip which is
pugged to about the same consistency as clay userl for
pressing white ware, is placed upon the column between
A and B. As the column moves forward the slip adheres
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to it and rolls over and over, unwinding as it were, and is
spread in a coating about one-sixteenth of an inch in
thickness by the slip slicker "B."
The column is cut into brick on a hand cutting table
of special design and dried on a hot floor. The bricks are
loaded on trucks and the glaze applied by a large sprayer
having the air and glaze under a pressure of forty to sixty
pounds. The brick are then set and burned single fire.
Setting.
Of the three methods of burning, viz., open fire, burn-
ing in muffles and burning in saggers, the open fire method
is most economical but requires considerable care and skill
in setting. Some brick makers set the brick in piers, but
the writer prefers setting in benches extending across the
kiln. In two fire ware the brick may be set on the flat as
described by Barringer, 1 but for single fire ware this
method causes considerable loss in cracking owing to
shrinkage. In order to overcome this difficulty, the
stretchers on the outside of the benches are set on end and
shapes set flat in the middle in piers, (Fig. 5).
In the single fire method the brick should go into the
kiln bone dry. In the writer's experience, brick which
Avere set wet frequently came out with a dry, rough sur-
face as though the glaze were underfired. At other times
the glaze would be blistered or badly scummed. These
brick were called by the workmen "steamed brick." Re-
peated burning of these brick made no appreciable differ-
ence in their appearance.
It is probable that these brick being wet, took up
sulphur dioxide from the kiln gases, which in turn oxi-
dized to sulphuric acid. This naturally would combine
with lime and zinc oxide present in the glaze, and since
the kilns were burned oxidizing throughout, the sulphates
would naturallv remain as such.
1 Trans. A. C. S., Vol. V, p. 273.
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INVESTIGATIONS BY THE WRITER.
(Ceramic Laboratory, University of Illinois)
The following" work comprises sonic investigations on
enamel brick slips applied to leather hard, bone dry and
biscuit bodies between the limits
25 to 75 parts clay materials,
75 to 25 parts non-plastic materials.
The ceramic materials employed were:
Georgia kaolin,
North Carolina kaolir,
Tennessee ball clay (No. 1),
Brandywine feldspar,
Ohio flint (8 hr. grind),
M. G. R. English China clay,
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Pikes English ball clay (No. 20),
English Cornwall stone,
Carbonate of soda.
The objects of the work were to determine the range
of good slips within the above named limits, to study the
causes and remedies of defects, and to compare the slip
making values of some of the English materials with those
of a few American materials.
If a brick is to come from the kiln as a No. 1 article,
it must first enter the kiln in No. 1 condition. The first
step undertaken in the work was, to determine the ratios
of plastic to non-plastic portions for slips which would fit
the bodies perfectly in dipping, and which were to be used
as bases for making the slips for the burning trials. For
this purpose series 27, 28, 20 and 30 were constructed.
Carbonate of soda was kept constant at one percent
in all slips throughout the work. All slips contained ten
percent of ball clay, two different ball clays being em-
ployed for comparison.
The slips were weighed dry, blunged, passed through
a 100 mesh screen, set at 1500 to 1520 B & L hydrometer,
and placed in sealed jars and allowed to age for one week.
The body for the briquettes was composed of TO parts
plastic fire clay and 30 parts 16 mesh grog. The trials
were made stiff mud on a small auger machine and wire
cut.
The trials received two dips in the slip, the dipped
surface first being scrubbed with two parts water and one
part of the slip to be applied.
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SERIES 27.
Ga. Kaolin—No. 1 Tenn. Ball.
No.
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Series 29 is the same as Series 28 except that Pikes
No. 20 English ball clay replaces Tennessee ball. In this
series all slips work perfectly on biscuit, the three lowest
in clay fit bone dry, the others cracked. The two highest
in clay fit perfectly on leather hard.
SERIES 30.
English China—English Ball.
No.
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Slips lower in clay would probably clip perfectly on
biscuit, and here again we find crazing.
After determining the limits of plastic and non-
plastic portions for perfect fitting slips in dipping, the next
step in the work was to select each of the perfect working-
slips as a basis of a series in which the non-plastic portion
was varied between flint and flux.
Series 31 and 50 are the only two containing Georgia
kaolin which dipped well on biscuit. The other series are
arranged in six groups, the flux in the first three being
feldspar. The other three groups are a repetition of the
first three, except that Cornwall stone was used as the flux
in place of the feldspar.
Three different burns were made, viz., cones 4, 6 and
8. The variation in the kiln was such as to give cone 2 in
the coolest part of the cone 4 burn, and cone 9 in the
hottest part of the cone 8 burn. Trials were set on edge
in tile saggers. Three trials of each slip were placed in
each burn, two having glaze No. 5 1 applied over and the
third slip left unglazed. Cones were also placed in each
sagger.
A portion of each slip was cast ^4 x y2 x 1% inches in
plaster molds. These cast trials Avere placed in the saggers
with the dipped trials and used for determining the poros-
ity of the slips. It was desirable to know what relation
porosity had to the ability of slips to stand the freezing-
test. This part of the work is under way and not com-
pleted at the present writing.
1 Trans. A. C. S., Vol. X, p. 21S.
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SERIES 31.
(On Biscuit)
No.
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feldspar. Crazing of slips increase with increase in tem-
perature. No. 224 is highly vitrified at Cone 9. This slip
can be called good at Coue 6, but is too translucent at
Cone 9. Slips are slightly cream colored.
SERIES 33.
(On Biscuit)
No.
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This series is similar to Series 33. Xo bad defects.
Slips 237 to 240 are vitrified to a blue-white at Cone 9.
SERIES 35.
(On Biscuit)
No.
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SERIES 37.
(On Biscuit)
Constant:
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Conclusions on Group I.
Grazing \ A high content of flint evidently causes
crazing of the slip. Decreasing flint and increasing clay
or feldspar, or both, decreases crazing. Increasing clay is
more effective in overcoming crazing than increasing feld-
spar. With flint constant, decreasing clay and increasing
feldspar, increases crazing. Crazing of the slip increases
with increase in burning temperature.
A high content of clay does not cause the slip to craze,
but causes the glaze applied over the slip to craze. De-
creasing clay and increasing flint or feldspar, or both, in
the slip decreases crazing of the glaze. Increasing the
burning temperature decreases glaze crazing.
Cracking : Excessive clay in the slip causes cracking
during burning. Decreasing clay and increasing flint or
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feldspar, or both, decreases cracking. Increasing flint de-
creases cracking more effectively than increasing feldspar.
With clay constant, decreasing flint and increasing feld-
spar increases cracking.
Good slips in this group on a biscuit body are found
between the limits
:
Georgia Kaolin 15 to 55
Flint 10 -to 50
Feldspar 5 to 50
Ball Clay 10
J
Constant
Carbonate of Soda 1 \
Group II. Series 38 to 43.
SERIES 38.
(On Biscuit)
Const
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SERIES 38.
(On Bone Dry)
No,
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ILLUSTRATIONS OF GLAZE PREVENTING SLIPS
FROM CRACKING.
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SERIES 40.
(On Biscuit)
27
Constant: N. C. Kaolin, 35; English Ball, 10; Carbonate of Soda, 1.
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SERIES 41.
(On Biscuit)
Constant: N. C. Kaolin, 45; English Ball, 10; Carbonate of Soda. 1.
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All slips are good both glazed and unglazed, except
that the glaze flakes from the slip slightly. Slips, how-
ever, fit perfectly. All slips are opaque at Cone 9.
SERIES 43.
(On Biscuit)
Constant: N. C. Kaolin, 65; English Ball, 10; Carbonate of Soda, 1.
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Conclusions on Group II,
The conclusions drawn with respect to crazing- and
cracking in Group I apply to Group II. There is a ten-
dency of slips high in clay to flake as well as crack on
biscuit body. Series 42 and 43, which are applied to leath-
er hard body as well as biscuit, gave good results on the
leather hard body, but cracked on biscuit.
In comparing the tri-axial diagram of Group II with
that of Group I it is observed that the substitution of
Pikes No. 20 English ball clay for Tennessee ball clay No.
1, has given a much smaller field of good slips on biscuit
body; cracking has increased and crazing of slips de-
creased. Good slips are obtained which possess satisfac-
tory working qualities on leather hard body. None of the
slips were good on bone dry body.
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The limits of composition for good slips on biscuit
found in this group are:
North Carolina Kaolin 15 to 25
Brandywine Feldspar 15 to 55
Ohio Flint 15 to 50
Pikes No. 20 Eng. Eall Clay 10 ) n . .
Carbonate of Soda 1 \ constant
The limits for good slips on leather hard body are
:
North Carolina Kaolin 55 to 65
Brandywine Feldspar 5 to 30
Ohio Flint to 30
Pikes No. 20 Eng. Ball Clay 10 I Pnnctnnt
Carbonate of Soda 1 / co s a
Group III
—
Series 44 to 49.
SERIES 44.
(On Biscuit)
Constant:
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SERIES 44.
(On Bone Dry)
No.
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increase of feldspar. Crazing also increases with increase
in temperature. Slips are all opaque at Cone 4. No. 317
is translucent at Cone 6. Slips 313 to 317 are translucent
at Cone 8.
SERIES 45.
(On Bone Dry)
No.
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Both unglazed and glazed slips flake some. Slip 313,
which cracked, was dipped quite thick.
SERIES 46.
(On Leather Hard)
No.
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SERIES 48.
(On Leather Hard)
No.
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Conclusions on Group III.
Grazing and Cracking : The same conclusions on craz-
ing found in Groups I and II also apply to Group III.
Crazing of the slips has increased considerably over the
two preceding groups. Since cracking is so erratic, no
definite conclusions can be drawn.
Flaking : Flaking on leather hard trials during burn-
ing appears to be caused by too high clay content. Decreas-
ing clay and increasing flint or feldspar, or both, decreases
flaking during burning. Increasing flint overcomes flak-
ing more effectively than increasing feldspar. With clay
constant, decrease of flint and increase of feldspar in-
creases flaking. The trials also show that flaking increases
with increase in burning temperature.
The slips plotted as good on biscuit are in reality
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doubtful. This field has dwindled considerably when com-
pared to Groups I and II. A field of good slips on leather
hard trials appears in an entirely different locality on the
tri-axial diagram than that obtained in Group II.
The comparison of Groups II and III shows that the
substitution of M. G. R. English China clay for North
Carolina kaolin has increased crazing and cracking on
biscuit trials, and increased flaking and cracking on
leather hard trials. Examination of the trials shows that
th< j English china clay produces slips which approach
whiteness more closely and which vitrify at a lower tem-
perature.
The limits of composition for good slips on biscuit
body are doubtful. None of the slips were good on bone
dry body. For leather hard body the limits of composition
of good slips found in this group lie between
:
M. G. R. English China Clay 35 to 55
Brandywine Feldspar 5 to 20
Ohio Flint 30 to 45
Pikes No. 20 English Ball Clay 10 i n . .
Carbonate of Soda 1\ ^onstant
SERIES 50.
(On Biscuit)
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at Cone 9. No. 351 without glaze has a beautiful porcelain
texture at cones 7 and 9. Its texture is a beautiful imita-
tion of blue white marble.
Group IV. Series 51 to 56.
SERIES 51.
(On Biscuit)
Constant: N. C. Kaolin, 15; Tenn. Ball, 10; Carbonate of Soda, 1.
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Slips have a slight tendency to crack as the tempera-
ture of burning increases. All glazed slips were sound.
All are opaque at Cone 6. Slips 365 to 367 are vitrified at
Cone 7. Slips 363 to 367 are vitrified at Cone 9.
SERIES 53.
(On Biscuit)
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Cracking has increased. Glaze is not able to prevent
cracking though it reduces it. Slips are all opaque at
Cones 6 and 7. Slip 382 is translucent at Cone S.
SERIES 55.
(On Biscuit)
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Conclusions on Group IV.
Crazing'. Crazing of slips decreases with decrease in
flint and increase in clay or Cornwall stone, or both. In-
creasing- clay is more effective in reducing crazing than
increasing Cornwall stone. With flint constant, decreas-
ing clay and increasing Cornwall stone increases crazing.
These observations are the same as those noted in the three
preceding groups, which shows the similar influences of
feldspar and Cornwall stone upon crazing of slips. With
respect to the temperature of burning the opposite is true.
In Group IV, increasing burning temperature decreases
crazing.
Cracking is due to high content of clay. Reducing
clay and increasing flint or Cornwall stone, or both, re-
duces cracking. In one series evidence is presented that
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increasing Cornwall stone is more effective in reducing
cracking than increasing flint, though this is not borne
out in all cases and is opposite to what was observed in
Group I, with respect to flint and feldspar. Experience
in the manufacture of enamel brick shows that replace
ment of Cornwall stone by flint reduces cracking.
In comparing Groups I and IV it is evident that the
replacement of feldspar by Cornwall stone has given a
smaller field of good slips on biscuit body, and has reduced
crazing and increased cracking.
The limits of composition of good slips on biscuit
hodj found in this group are:
North Carolina Kaolin 15 to 35
English Cornwall Stone 15 to 50
Ohio Flint 15 to 45
Tennessee Ball Clay No. 1 10 ) r ,
Carbonate of Soda 1 \ <-onstant
Group V. Semes 57 to 62.
SERIES 57.
(On Biscuit)
Con
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SERIES 57.
(On Bone Dry)
No.
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SERIES 58.
(On Bone Dry)
No.
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SERTE3 59.
(On Bone Dry)
Cone 3
Dnglazed | Glazed
Cone 7 Cone S
Dnglazed i Glazed ;
,
Dnglazed
I
Glassed
411
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Slips crack and curl up a little. Cracking seems to
increase by replacement of flint by Cornwall stone.
SERIES 61.
(On Leather Hard)
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Conclusions on Group V.
Grazing and Cracking: The observations on crazing
nnd cracking in Group V are the same as those of Group
IV.
Flaking: Flaking on leather hard hotly during burn-
ing increases with increase in clay. Reducing clay and
increasing flint or Cornwall stone, or both, reduces flaking
during burning. The opposite is true of flaking in dip-
ping.
Comparing Groups A and IV shows a decrease in
number of good slips on biscuit body by substituting Pikes
Xo. 20 English ball clay for Tennessee No. 1 ball clay.
Cracking and crazing hare increased. (See comparison of
Groups I and II.)
In comparing Groups V and II it is shown that the
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substitution of Cornwall stone for feldspar has increased
crazing and flaking. Cracking remains practically the
same. The fields of good slips on biscuit and leather hard
bodies are smaller. A few good slips on bone dry body
appear in Group V which are lacking in Group II.
The limits of composition of good slips found in
Group V are
:
On Biscuit On Bone Dry On Leather Hard
North Carolina Kaolin
English Cornwall Stone. .
.
Ohio Flint
Carbonate of Soda
Pikes No. 20 English Ball.
15 to 25
15 to 55
15 to 50
10
1
15 to 25
25 to 45
to 40
10
1
25
55 to 65
5 to 25
to 30
10 Constant
Group VI. Series 63 to 68.
SERIES 63.
(On Biscuit)
Constant
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SERIES 63.
(On Bone Dry)
No.
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SERIES 64.
(On Bone Dry)
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SERIES 65.
(On Leather Hard)
51
Constant: English China, 35; English Ball No. 20, 10; Carbonate of Soda, 1.
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SERIES 67.
(On Leather Hard)
Constant: English China, 55; English Ball No. 20, 10; Carbonate of Soda, 1.
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Conclusions on Group VI.
Crazing : Practically the same conclusions on crazing
of the slip apply in this group as those observed in Groups
IV and V.
Cracking: Very little cracking occurred in slips ap-
plied to bone dry body. Xo cracking occurred in slips
applied to biscuit and leather hard bodies.
Flaking: Slips both low and high in clay showed a
tendency to flake. Evidently slips low in clay were im-
perfectly bonded before burning. Flaking decreases with
decrease in flint and increase in Cornwall stone.
A comparison of Groups VI and V shows that the
substitution of M. G. E. English China clay for North
Carolina kaolin has decreased crazing, cracking and flak-
ing. The fields of good slips on biscuit body are practi-
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cally the same size. A larger number of good slips appear
on bone dry body, and the field of good slips on leather
hard body has expanded to a comparatively large area.
The slips are also superior in whiteness and vitrify at
lower temperatures.
A comparison of Groups VI and ITT shows that the
substitution of English Cornwall stone for feldspar has
decreased crazing, cracking and flaking. The fields of
good slips on biscuit and leather hard bodies have in-
creased and good slips on bone dry were obtained, which
are absent in Series III.
The limits of composition of good slips found in
Group VI are
:
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Defects Arising in the Application of the Slips and
Remedies for the Same.
Principal
Defects
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Slip Defects Arising in Burning and Remedies for the
Same.
Principal
Defects
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hard, and slips applied to the inside in two coats. Over
this a clear glaze was applied in one coat. The slip and
glaze were scraped off at the outside rim. A brown glaze
was applied to the outside by sinking the cup down into
(Stoneivar'e Cc//r W(t/? lV/}ite£/;$obe
A'net CLeay* Glaze /n^side
/)'ndBrown 6/aze Oot^s ide.
the glaze until the brown glaze touched the white slip and
glaze extending over the rim. The cups were dried and
burned at Tone 3. All four slips worked perfectly on all
three stoneware bodies.
DISCUSSION.
Mr. Ramsay. There is a lot I would like to say on
this subject, as it is an interesting one, but the trouble
we have in the enamel brick business is not with the slips
but in the cost of manufacture and results out of kilns.
I know Mr. Stall has put a good deal of time and work
on his paper, and I agree with him on many of his results.
To ^et a slip as near to the clays as possible you have to
use lime, and when that is added it changes the results
entirely. He made the claim that the slip will peal off
with the dry clay. I would like to take exception to the
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remark for the reason that ball clay will not come off.
With China clay it will come off, but by a mixture of both
it will not come off.
Mr. Stall : I do not think Mr. Kamsay's statement is
antagonistic to what has been brought out in my paper.
If a slip is high enough in ball clay it will cling to the
body. Enamel brick makers as well as potters are limited
in the amount of ball clay they can use on account of the
bad color it imparts. For this reason 1 used ten per cent
ball clay as the high limit in all slips.
It is quite essential to have some ball clay in the slip,
but as a rule the less ball clay present the better color you
get. My experience shows that a slip made from ball chvy
will stick very well but will crack badly. Ball clay
possesses better adhesive qualities than China clay or kao-
lin, and seems to adjust itself better to the body both in
drying and burning.
Mr. Ashley: I think to slightly increase the China
clay slip by adding a small quantity of silicate of soda,
will give some of the general characteristics of ball clay.
Mr. Ramsay: It may be in certain respects. If yon
add a certain percentage of silicate of soda you destroy
the working qualities as regards the dipping. I suppose
the idea is to decrease the water content and that only
affects the drying shrinkage. There is no effect afterwards,
of course, and I think the difference is so slight that it is
hardly worth trying.
Mr. Stull : My experience in using silicate of soda
was that it caused the slip to settle very rapidly and cake
hard at the bottom. It requires constant agitation to
keep the slip in suspension. Perhaps I was using too high
a percentage, although it was only % of one per cent, how-
ever.
Mr. Ashley-. I would suggest that even 1/10 of one
per cent of silicate of soda acts very vigorously on clay,
and we should experiment with 1/100 of one per cent
rather than 1/10.
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Mr. Worcester: I would like to ask Mr. Stull if he
lias studied the hardness of these slips with the various
contents of spar. In some work we have been doing at
Ohio State that was one of the requirements to produce a
hard or nearly steel hard slip and I, of course, am very
much interested, and was wondering if Mr. Stull had ob-
served this point in particular or at all.
Mr. Stull : When each slip was shaken up and turned
out of the can before dipping, a little of it was cast into
trials, 1%" long, y2" wide and 14" thick. These were
placed in the sagger and burned with the dipped trials and
used to determine the porosity. It was desirable to know
what was the limit of porosity for these slips which would
withstand the freezing test. That part of the work is
under way at the present time.
Mr. Stover: I would like to ask what percentage of
absorption you got, or was it around 1%? You spoke of
making trials for absorption for your slips and that would
follow in your paper. I happen to be looking along that
iine just now and would like to know.
Mr. Stull: There are two methods of determining the
porous nature of brick. One is the percentage of absorp-
tion and one is the percentage of porosity. The absorption,
as Ave know, is usually determined by weighing the brick
dry then soaking it 48 hours and weighing it again. By
observing the increase in weight and dividing that increase
by the weight of the brick gives what is called percentage
absorption. The percentage porosity is approximately 2^0
times percentage absorption. The porosity of these slips
was determined by Prof. Purdy's formula. The porosities
of the slips have varied according to the kind and amount
of flux and the temperature of burning. Perfect fitting
slips Avere obtained from as soft as chalk up to a hard
vitrified and glossed condition.
Mr. Stover: And do you not remember in figures
what the result was?
Mr. Stull : Xo, I do not.
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